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Abstract
We elaborate on the following result which appears in that paper: if ZFC + [ZFC is
R1 -sound þ ½P ¼ NP F is consistent, then so is ZFC + [P = NP].
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
We recently published a paper [2] whose main goal was to explore some consequences of a variant of the usual formalization for P = NP. We noted it
F
½P ¼ NP  and called it the ‘‘exotic formulation’’ to emphasize that character.
Our exotic formulation has the following peculiarity: while it—naı̈vely—translates our intuitions about the P = NP hypothesis, it is not formally equivalent
in ZFC to the standard formalization, noted [P = NP].
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Our paper received some attention and an immediate, quite unsympathetic,
highly adjectival, review [3] by Schindler (‘‘failed attempt’’, ‘‘crucial gap’’, even
a ‘‘sic’’!) Yet, despite all that Schindler in fact sees no error in what we have
done; he only ﬁnds what he calls a ‘‘crucial gap’’, which was however purposedly
left open by us in the paper, as we explain in this note.

2. The exotic formulation
The standard formalization for P = NP can be given as
Deﬁnition 2.1
a

½P ¼ NP $Def 9m; a; b 2 x 8x 2 x½ðtm ðxÞ 6 jxj þ bÞ ^ Rðx; mÞ.
Rðx; yÞ is a polynomial predicate and tm ðxÞ denotes the operation time of
Turing machine of Gödel number m over x; x is coded as a binary string,
and jxj is its length. Then [P < NP] is deﬁned as :½P ¼ NP .
The exotic formalization requires some extra machinery. We now quote
from our paper [2]. We write:
Deﬁnition 2.2
c

:Qðm; hc; di; xÞ$Def ½ðtm ðxÞ 6 jxj þ dÞ ! :Rðx; mÞ.
Let F be strictly increasing, intuitively total recursive, but such that ZFC
cannot prove it to be total. Then:
Deﬁnition 2.3
:QF ðm; a; xÞ$Def 9a0 ½M F ða; a0 Þ ^ :Qðm; a0 ; xÞ.
ða ¼ hc; diÞ M F ða; a0 Þ stands for ðFðaÞ ¼ a0 Þ and the exotic formalization is:
Deﬁnition 2.4
F

½P < NP  $Def 8m; a9x:QF ðm; a; xÞ.
F

F

Again ½P ¼ NP  is deﬁned as :½P < NP  .
a

These deﬁnitions simply mean that instead of taking jxj þ b as polynomial
FðaÞ
bounds for the Turing machines, we use jxj þ FðbÞ. Anyway the bounds are
still (always intuitively) polynomial.
Now, as F is naı̈vely, or intuitively, total, we have that the equivalence
½P < NP  $ ½P < NP F naı̈vely holds. So, we may say that the exotic formalization is, always naı̈vely, the same as the standard formalization.
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Moreover, as Schindler duly points out:
• If we use function F as above—strictly increasing, intuitively total recursive,
but such that ZFC cannot prove it to be total—then ZFC cannot prove that
both formalizations, the standard and the exotic, are equivalent [2].
F
• Also, from the fact that ZFC proves ½P < NP  ! ½F is total, if consisF
tent, ZFC cannot prove ½P < NP  and therefore ZFC þ ½P ¼ NP F is
consistent.
• Finally, ZFC adequately strengthened proves the equivalence
½P < NP  $ ½P < NP F . (This is discussed at length in Section 4 of [2].)
To sum it up: our exotic formalization is very close to the standard one, but
is not the real thing.

3. The ‘‘gap’’
So far so good. Yet we also derive the following result:
Proposition 3.1. If ZFC þ ½ZFC is R1 -sound þ ½P ¼ NP F is consistent, then
[P = NP] is consistent with ZFC.
We had proved that if ZFC is consistent, then so is ZFC þ ½P ¼ NP F . Then
we added a reﬂection principle to it, as it seems reasonable to believe that conF
sistent theory ZFC þ ½P ¼ NP  remains consistent when we add to it the set of
conditions that assert the R1 –soundness of ZFC. We are going to elaborate on
that now.
F
Theory ZFC þ ½ZFC is R1 -sound þ ½P ¼ NP  is exceedingly strong, as it
proves Consis(ZFC) (the usual formalization for the consistency of ZFC). Here
is the so–called ‘‘gap’’. Due to the strength of the hypothesis, we presented no
proof for its consistency and decided just to make a brief remark about it. (We
were perhaps too succinct at this point.)
Recall that ZFC proves ½F is total $ ½ZFC is R1 -sound.
Let
us
ponder
the
hypothesis
of
the
consistency
of
F
ZFC þ ½F is total þ ½P ¼ NP  . It simply means that there is a model for it
where all polynomial Turing machines do converge over all its inputs. It is a
naı̈vely reasonable assumption, even if formally very strong. Let us stress
the point: we never tried to pass some plausibility argument for mathematical proof. This is the reason for the label ‘‘Proof (informal)’’ at this point
in our paper [2]. Anyway theorems that result from strong unproved but
reasonable hypotheses are quite common in mathematics; in the present
case some kind of strong principle will be required to prove the desired
consistency.
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Let us take a look at the alternatives we have at this juncture
F

• If ZFC proves ½P ¼ NP  and has a model with standard arithmetic, then the
F
consistency of ZFC þ ½ZFC is R1 -sound þ ½P ¼ NP  is trivial. This fact
shows that there is no a priori reason to say that theory
ZFC þ ½ZFC is R1 -sound þ ½P ¼ NP F is inconsistent.
• If ZFC proves ½P < NP , then ZFC þ ½ZFC is R1 -sound þ ½P ¼ NP F is of
course inconsistent.To put it diﬀerently: if ZFC proves [P<NP], then all
F
models for consistent theory ZFC þ ½P ¼ NP  will have a highly counterinF
tuitive behavior, namely F will have a ﬁnite domain, and sentence ½P ¼ NP 
will have no easy informal interpretation.
F
• However, if ½P ¼ NP  is independent of ZFC, then the models for
ZFC þ ½ZFC is R1 -sound þ ½P ¼ NP F may be highly nontrivial.
Proposition 3.1 is therefore to be seen as depending on a strong supposition that
nevertheless translates as a na€ively plausible fact. Just that. Again we stress: we
never intended to substitute naı̈ve arguments for formal rigor.
Two ﬁnal remarks: Schindler refers to an unpublished paper of us and to his
own refutation of (actually, just a plausibility argument against) one of its lemmas [3]. That contested lemma—where we go from a single poly Turing machine
Qz ðm; xÞ to the family Qgðz;mÞ ðxÞ indexed by g, g primitive recursive—results from
an application of the s  m  n theorem (we gave a direct construction in that
preprint); this is enough to lead to the result we were looking for.
Also, as noted by Schindler, we use pretty elementary techniques in our published paper [2]. We did so precisely in order to avoid techniques that would be
of uncertain justiﬁcation. Moreover several interesting papers on the P vs. NP
question do use elementary techniques, for example the Ben David and Halevi
paper [1]; those simple techniques again lead to nontrivial conclusions.
We must thank R. D. Schindler for a recent exchange and clariﬁcation on
his review of our work.
Note: E. Bir pointed out to the authors that the following paper:
R.A. DeMillo, R.J. Lipton, The consistency of ‘‘P = NP’’ and related
problems with fragments of number theory, Proc. 12th Ann. ACM Symp. on
Theory of Computing, 1980, pp. 45–57
obtains similar results as [2] and with similar techniques.
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